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You have the right to seek an investigation and review by the Ombudsman of this response. 
Information about how to make a complaint is available at www.ombudsman.parliament.nz or 

  

If you wish to discuss this decision with us, please feel free to contact me at 
rosie.bartlett@ncc.govt.nz. 

Yours sincerely 

  

Rosie Bartlett  
Manager Parks and Facilities  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
Nelson City has an extensive and excellent Network of about 60 off-road cycling 
Experiences (trails) clustered in six Destinations. It is nationally and globally renowned 
and brings many health, social and economic benefits to both city and region. The 
Network is operated on land owned by Nelson City Council and Ngāti Koata in a 
partnership with the Nelson Mountain Bike Club. 
 
The trails in the Network are graded using a 1 to 6 scale established in the New Zealand 
Cycle Trail Design Guide. This document standardises certain trail features and seeks to 
provide for a range of riding and riders, with ‘Grade 1’ being the easiest grade and ‘Grade 
6’ being the most technically demanding. The standard is not unanimously agreed to and 
has not eliminated the subjectivity of grading. However, it is the best guide available for 
land managers and experience providers increasingly seeking to ensure they are fulfilling 
the promise they make through their marketing to riders, both visiting and resident. 
 
The riding experience in the Nelson Network is significantly harder than its marketing 
suggests, which is likely to be causing dissatisfaction and injury, and reducing the flow of 
benefits. We assessed 41 meaningful trails in the Network and consider 32 of these to be 
under-graded by one grade, with three under-graded by two grades. The average ‘under-
grade’ is 0.9 of a grade, which is significantly more than we have found elsewhere but 
consistent with word-of-mouth feedback about the Nelson Network among the cycling 
community. 
 
Our findings also suggest – especially if extrapolated to the eighteen trails we didn’t ride 
– that the distribution of trails across the six grades is strongly stacked towards the 
difficult end of the grade spectrum: the marketed Network is about 50% Intermediate 
(Grade 3) but we found it to be more than 50% Advanced (Grade 4). Our analysis also 
suggests there might be no Grade 1-2 (Beginner-Novice) riding in the City at all. This is 
unlikely to be the ideal proportion even though there is no established best-practice for 
the distribution of grades in a track Network and there are some Grade 1-2 trails within 
75 kilometres’ driving. 
 
The main reasons that Nelson’s trails are harder than their marketed grade are their 
(too-small) turn radii, their narrowness (with consequent fall exposure), and their 
deterioration-induced ruts and surface looseness. We found that steepness, while a good 
guide to nominal grade, was not often the cause of under-grading alone. However, the 
length of a trail or the amount of climbing/descending in it, were certainly factors, and 
some trails can only be accessed or exited via a harder-graded trail. In other cases, the 
problem with a trail’s grade was a simple disagreement between the grade posted in 
different information sources. 
 
The principal recommendation of the work summarised in this report is that up to 32 of 
the Experiences in the Network should be re-graded to a higher grade. In some cases, 
this might be avoided by resolving differences in the information sources or splitting trails 
into two. Alternatively, minor works could be undertaken to retain current grades without 
changing the (essentially) fixed components of width, slope and turn radius. 
 
These actions will be relatively cheap. They will ensure that the Network’s promise - 
made through its marketing - is fulfilled and should reduce unmet expectations, 
dissatisfaction and harm. However, the overall effect will be to emphasise the lack of 
Experiences available at the lower (easier) grades, for beginner riders. As such, a rethink 
of the Network’s layout is recommended and, in a few places, capital works to either 
make key existing trails easier or provide completely new ones.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Background and history 

Off-road cycling is an increasingly important aspect of New Zealand society. Imported 
from the USA, it has grown substantially over the last 30 years, starting out as an anti-
establishment activity but becoming quite conventional more recently with the 
emergence of the Great Rides (from 2010), the development of e-bikes, the increasing 
political influence of its adherents and the generally increased acceptance of cycling as a 
valid activity with many benefits. 
 
As off-road cycling has matured, it has become more institutionalised and formal, 
especially since there is some risk involved in it, and much of it occurs on public land 
and/or on facilities developed with public funding. Part of this maturation process has 
seen the development of a grading system for off-road cycling trails that is intended to 
standardise specific aspects of those trails so riders of all skill levels can accurately form 
expectations that are likely to be met by their experiences. 
 
The grading system itself is still developing and, in fact, there are now three formal 
system in New Zealand. While the systems have a high level of consistency and include 
at least some objective measurables, grading is still a subjective process. Track builders 
and track professionals throughout New Zealand seem to still approach grading 
differently; many are very highly skilled riders whose idea of an ‘easy’ trail is very 
different to what the grading system suggests. They often build trails for Councils or 
other property owners, who sometimes have little understanding of off-road cycling as an 
activity or of the grading system. 
 
The net result is that the extent to which trail grades are accurate varies from region to 
region. On average, trails are probably somewhat under-graded – they are harder than 
they described in their marketing materials. This means that trail networks (and the 
national network) are not as representative or diverse as they might be, or as they need 
to be in order to see the activity reach its full potential. The specific effect of this is that 
riders’ reasonable expectations, formed by their sense of trail gradings in Place A, are not 
met when they go to Place B. This expectation gap is a cause of dissatisfaction and has 
likely caused many injuries, and some high-profile fatalities. 
 
Within the professional recreation sector and government, there sems to be an increased 
desire to see trail grading improved and made more consistent nationally so that 
cycling’s benefits are maximised, provision is diverse and fair, and negative 
consequences are minimised. It is against this background that Nelson City Council has 
hired Envisage New Zealand to independently and formally assess certain tracks within 
its boundaries and provide a grade for them. 

1.2. Scope 

1.2.1. In-scope 

The brief was to grade the trails in six riding Destinations: Codgers, Codgers-Maitai, 
Fringed Hill, Maitai Face, Marsden Valley and Sharlands. The exact number of trails in 
these Destinations is difficult to pin down precisely: information sources can be out of 
date or disagree with each other. In the end, 61 trails were considered to be in-scope; 43 
of these were ridden (or otherwise assessed) although two have been excluded from the 
final analysis in Part 5 below. A full list of the trails assessed is provided in Appendix 1. 
 
All of these trails are in Nelson City on land owned by the City Council or Ngāti Koata1. As 
part of a partnership with those owners, the Nelson Mountain Bike Club carries out 

 
1 Most of the Ngāti Koata land is production forest managed for them by Tasman Pine Forests. 
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maintenance work on some of the trails, builds new ones with their approval, and 
organises events on them. The club – New Zealand’s biggest - has over 3,500 members, 
employs staff and is also involved in trails in Tasman District, especially Wairoa Gorge. 
 
The partners’ branding is on the printed and on-site official visitor information sources 
while club membership is the principal way for riders to obtain the permit they need for 
the trails that are on Ngāti Koata land. The club fulfils the “Local Trail Association” role on 
the critical Trailforks website (see 1.3.3) where it is acknowledged that the land on which 
the trail sit is Ngāti Koata’s “Traditional Indigenous Territory”. 

1.2.2. In-scope Trails not Ridden 

There are eighteen trails that we did not ride, mainly for safety reasons but also due to 
rain one morning and time availability. A list of these trails is provided in Appendix 2. 

1.2.3. Out of Scope 

The scope of this work is essentially restricted to track grading. It excludes higher-level, 
destination- or network-level analysis and comprehensive review of information sources, 
social media, management agreements etc. There are also some rideable trails in the city 
that were not in-scope, among them: 
 
• The Centre of New Zealand trails 
• Trails in the Grampians 
• The Maitai valley Trail 
• The two Great Rides that are in or partly in the City 
• Trails that mainly have a transportation purpose 
• The roads that appear as graded trails in the trail maps 
• A number of illegal or informal trails 
 
These trails - at least the legal ones and those where cycling is sanctioned - should be 
considered part of the overall Network when considering the implications of our findings 
regarding trail grade distribution that are discussed in Part 5 of the report below. 

1.2.4. Trails elsewhere in the region 

We also audited 11 trails in Tasman District during the same period as our Nelson work, 
where Tasman District Council was both Land Manager and Experience Provider. In this 
work we found trails to be somewhat under-graded generally, but also recommended 
that one, currently Grade 2 trail on Rabbit Island, be considered a Grade 1. 
 
We approached the Land Manager at Silvan Forest Mountain Bike Park with a view to 
grading trails for them, just outside the City. They declined but have since added one 
grade to eight of their 26 trails. We completed 15 audits voluntarily at Kaiteriteri 
Mountain Bike Park – also in Tasman District – which is popular with Nelson and visiting 
riders. We understand that some trails there will have their grades increased too. Finally, 
we note that the c50 trails at the (club-managed) Wairoa Gorge Destination have also 
been re-assessed: in late 2020 the network there was marketed as having Grade 2 to 5 
trails but now appears to only have trails graded from 3 to 6. 

1.3. Methodology 

1.3.1. Assessment method 

At the present time, there is no documented procedure or recognised competency related 
to (baseline or regular) inspection of off-road cycling trails, or to their grading. While the 
Department of Conservation has developed such systems for walking tracks (based on 
the Standards New Zealand Handbook 8630:2004), they have yet to do the same for 
cycling trails. 
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Envisage New Zealand has developed a methodology based on our knowledge of best 
practice, the grading system and DOC’s walking track assessment processes. Our 
methodology is only designed to provide a one-time or one-off grading for a trail and, 
while it does include discussion of what may be considered ‘low-hanging fruit’ at each 
trail, it does not generate a detailed plan of remedial or upgrade tasks. 
 
The methodology we have developed involves riding, eyeballing and measuring each trail 
and recording certain data in a ‘smart’ spreadsheet that generates a one-page report for 
each trail and allows managers to compare trails to each other at a number of scales. 
Some specific features of the methodology are discussed here: 
 
1 We collect and display grades for each trail from major official information sources 

and specific unofficial ones. 
2 We assess a trail’s average slope from its length and change in altitude. Where a 

trail climbs (or falls) consistently, this can give a sense of its nominal grade. 
3 We can separately do the same for a significant specific part of a trail where that 

might be germane to deciding upon a recommended grade. 
4 We separately assess each trail’s ‘fixed components’ - width, slope and turn radius 

– since these give some sense of the lowest grade that might be assigned to a trail 
without the significant expense of realignment. 

5 Our methodology culminates with a recommended grade (which is usually different 
to the fixed components grade). We provide a justification for the grade we 
recommend, especially if it differs from the marketed one. 

6 We describe any ‘low-hanging fruit’ – simple, cheap changes that might be made to 
keep a trail at its marketed grade. Sometimes, re-grading is the low-hanging fruit. 

1.3.2. Standard applied 

There are currently, and somewhat problematically, three documents that give 
standards-like guidance for off-road cycling track standards in New Zealand. These are: 
 
• NZ Mountain Bike Construction Guidelines. (Recreation Aotearoa, 2018). 
• Cycle Trail Design Guide (New Zealand Cycle Trail, 5th edition, 2019). 
• Cycle Track Service Standard (Department of Conservation, 2021) 
 
Fortunately, the differences between the three standards are minimal for the critical 
features of slope, turn radius, width, surface and obstacle height for trail grades 1-3. 
Above Grade 3, the differences are greater but still not significant given the skill and risk 
tolerance of riders seeking those experiences. The one exception to this is the provision 
of barriers to prevent falls. In this complex area, the three standards are irreconcilable. 
We have considered the implications of falling from a trail in our assessments. Where we 
feel that a dangerous fall is a likely factor, this has significantly contributed to our 
recommended grade for a trail but we have avoided recommending the addition of 
barriers, which would hardly be ‘low-hanging fruit’. 
 
We have pointed out the inconsistency regarding barriers to the relevant organisations 
and recommended that this be resolved. We are also recommending a standardised 
approach to the provision of signage to warn riders of significant fall hazards or, indeed, 
other hazards or over-grade features. We would recommend Nelson City Council doing 
this proactively within the Nelson Network. 
 
Taking all of the above into consideration, we have adopted the New Zealand Cycle Trail 
Design Guide (5th edition) to drive our grading (and other) work. We do this because that 
system has been around the longest and is proven through its use to develop the very 
successful Great Rides stable of experiences. Furthermore, it is the most detailed of the 
three standards, by virtue of its inclusion of matters relating to principle, network design, 
trail sharing, marketing and signage. We also note that one of the official Trailmaps says 
that Trail are graded to the NZCT guidelines 
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1.3.5. Limitations and assumptions 

The key limitation in our work (this report and the appended trail grade reports) is the 
time we had on site to complete the work. We have only been able to visit and ride most 
trails once in completing our field work, although we did ride the main climbing trails and 
several of the downhill trails at the Codgers Destination twice or more. 
 
In the time available it has not been possible to measure every corner or obstacle, or 
every over-steep section. Instead, we have generally measured the first section and 
turn/slope of a trail carefully, and any grade-marginal or interesting ones further on. 
Measurement is important but we have also sought to simply ride parts of each trail to 
get a sense of how it feels and compares to other trails we know. 
 
We have not formally or comprehensively researched all possible information sources or 
investigated social media posts about the in-scope trails. We have not formally surveyed 
riders but have generally spoken to or observed other riders as much as practicable. This 
work is essentially limited to Experience-level trail grading and while certain other 
matters are unavoidable, it is not a full Destination- or Network-level report. 

1.4. Principles 

The fundamental principle we apply to all of our work is that reasonable visitor 
expectations (formed from official sources especially) must be met by the experience on 
the ground in order for visitors to be satisfied. Only if visitors are satisfied will they 
receive the full benefits of their experience and pass on good feedback to others. Without 
visitor satisfaction there are likely to be losses in a number of forms. 
 
The other principles we apply to this work are: 
• Trails should be coherent and meaningful. In particular their design and layout 

needs to consider non-cyclist users, direction and design. 
• Duration, remoteness and height gain are not part of the grading system. However, 

riding should generally get harder with increased height or remoteness and 
beginner/novice riders generally lack the skills, nerve and fitness to cope with very 
long trails or those that climb or fall substantially. 

• Trail layout and design at a Destination should not leave riders ‘grade-hung’: in a 
situation where the options for exiting a place are harder than the option they rode 
in on. 

• In an overall Network (or indeed in a large Destination), trail grades should be 
‘fairly’ distributed. The range and collection of trails should allow for a full range of 
riders to have a long-term relationship with the activity. The provision of a full 
range of trails is a Network-level responsibility - individual Destinations or providers 
need not cater for all rider needs. 

• In determining whether an overall Network is sufficiently diverse, consideration 
should be given by a Network manager to what is provided by neighbouring 
managers where driving distances remain manageable. 

• Network-level planning and consideration is likely to fall to the relevant local 
authority in a New Zealand context. However, provision by DOC and by private 
providers (on private land and non-) should be taken into account. Private 
providers should not be required to provide Experiences they don’t value or want to 
provide but should be held to account if they are involved in any grade-based works 
with public funding and encouraged to adhere to a recognised grading system, 
including its associated colour scheme/nomenclature. 

• The grading system and accompanying standards exist for a good reason. Riders 
are generally ‘grade-conversant’ and likely to report on their riding in precisely the 
terms contained in the standard. 

• The Design Guide should be interpreted as it is written. Grading should be done by 
the standard without fear or favour. 
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• A trail grade should reflect the current condition of a trail. The grade of the 
underlying fixed componentry is a valid consideration but a trail should be graded 
as it stands. 

• Some flexibility must be allowed and is indeed provided for in the grading system, 
along with a freedom to offset difficulty in one component (say, turn radius) with 
ease in another (say, surface). 

• The Design Guide is not entirely clear about how to handle crux sections but if there 
are a significant number of these, especially on easy trails with no alternative, then 
a higher grade should be chosen. Where there is just a small number of over-grade 
obstacles a higher grade might be retained so as not to frustrate those looking for a 
high-grade experience. 

• Grading should take into account the increasing number of e-bike riders but trail 
grades should, fundamentally, always be achievable on non-e-bikes. 
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2. EXPECTATION FORMATION 
2.1. Official Information Sources 

For the purposes of this work, the sources we considered to be ‘official’ were Trailforks, 
the Nelson Mountain Bike Club maps and the on-site signs. The club publishes both the 
signs and the maps and holds the crucial relationship with Trailforks (where it appears as 
the “Local Trail Association”). We did not research or review the Council or club websites. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. This image, from the club’s trail 
map, shows the way the trail grading system 
is described to visitors. It is consistent with 
what is seen in the roadend orientation signs 
and nicely co-ordinated with the signs at 
each trail entry (although some trails have 
one grade on their sign and another in the 
map and/or website). 
 
This colour scheme (and symbol set) has 
reasonable consistency with the one in the 
New Zealand Cycle Trail Design Guide, 
although the descriptor sentences make 
Grades 3 and 4 seem harder than the design 
guide ones do. 
 
This scheme also has reasonable consistency 
with the one on the US-based Trailforks 
website (Figure 1, p3). Trailforks is, at least, 
a six-level system even if it uses some 
different names and colours. What is 
increasingly problematic in New Zealand is 
the emergence of four-grade scheme in 
some places with different applications of the 
names and colours shown here. 
 
 
 
 
 

2.2. Unofficial Information Sources 

We did not research these information sources extensively but did refer to the seminal 
Classic New Zealand Mountain Bike Rides (9th ed, 2017) by the Kennett Brothers, and 
some of their other books. There is quite a lot of information in these books about the in-
scope trails. They don’t provide grades for every in-scope trail, but they do provide some 
grades, which we record on our assessment reports (in the appendices). We note that 
the Kennetts generally grade trails a bit harder than they are graded in the above-
mentioned official sources, often using the + or - symbol in addition to the simple 
number. 

2.3. Word of Mouth 

Nelson is widely reputed across New Zealand as a destination with lots of riding, much of 
it quite difficult and probably under-graded.  
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3. THE EXPERIENCE – DESTINATION-LEVEL ANALYSIS 
3.1. Codgers 

This Destination provides the largest number of trails in the city. It is the most accessible 
riding area and the easiest. It has a strong connection to the distinctly more technical 
trails in the Codger-Maitai Destination but riders going there need to able to cope with 
Grade 5 trails if they want to exit down to the Maitai valley. 
 
The trails at Codgers are very well marked and generally well maintained. There are 
however, inconsistencies between grades given on signs, online and in the tail map. The 
Codgers trails are graded consistently relative to each other but under-graded with 
respect to the standard. This is mostly due the turns being too tight, surface looseness or 
roughness, and speed created by built obstacles. These issues exacerbate each other, for 
instance where riders gather speed on humps and rollers on P51 then face corrugations 
on the bends which, while not too tight, do encourage high speed. 

3.1.1. Feature by feature analysis 

Slope 
The nominal/average slope of most of the Codgers trails is consistent with their current 
marketed grade, but one grade less than our recommendation. This is to be expected 
since trails are rarely perfect and we would generally expect slope alone to not be 
consistent with actual grade above Grade 1. 
 
Slope itself is not a big issue at Codgers but there are some specific problems. The most 
important one is the over-steepness of Lower Jacks Trail. Its average slope (1:9 or 6.33 
degrees) is well above the Grade 3 maximum (5 degrees) plus it has shorter sections 
that are even steeper. We consider this to be one of the most important findings of the 
entire project since Grade 3 access to Middle Road is ‘required’ in order for descents from 
that road to also be Grade 3. 
 
Other Codgers trails with slope issues are Pipeline, Tu Meke and Whanake. Pipeline has a 
very short but critically steep slope at the Jacks Hub end and then drops steeply at the 
other end down to Tu Meke. Tu Meke itself has a too-steep section for its grade. 
Whanake has a 134-metre section of Grade 5 climbing in it (7.65 degrees). The problem 
here is that riders must ride up that slope (and a steep part of Middle Road) in order to 
ride the popular P51, the easiest of all the Codgers descent trails. 
 
One additional slope issue is noted: the extreme slope (and in-turn height loss) of the 
drop-in at the middle of P51. 

Width and sidefall 
The trails at Codgers are generally wide and unencumbered by vegetation. As such there 
are few places where the potential sidefall seems perilous. Viral Flow is certainly narrow, 
but certainly not for its recommended grade (5). Pipeline is not particularly narrow unless 
its current grade (2) is retained, in which case greater clearance to the outside, or a 
barrier, should be provided. IV line is narrow in places and on a generally narrower 
formation than other Codgers trails. Hulk n Hogan has more sidefall exposure than most 
Codgers trails. It is narrow for its current grade (3) but wouldn’t be for the recommended 
one (4). 

Turn Radius 
Many trails through the city have too-tight turns in light of their current grades. At 
Codgers, this is especially problematic for the climbing trails, Hulk n Hogan, Tu Meke, 
Crazy Horse and IV Line. On the faster descents, turn radii are wider than the standard 
and issues with those trails are to do with the surface and obstacles instead. 
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The turn radius issue is difficult to resolve without realigning. It could be improved 
somewhat on lower Jacks (and even Tasman Journeys) by refreshing the sidewall and 
improving the surface. However, realigning is recommended for lower Jacks Track, where 
both turn radius and slope are not to-standard, meaning the compliance of one feature 
cannot offset the non-compliance of the other. Some realignment of Tu Meke is also 
recommended but re-grading would likely be a better option above and beyond where 
lower Jacks Track reaches Centre Road (Firball Climb, Firball, Hulk n Hogan, Koata 
Whetu).  

Obstacles and surface 
The trails are Codgers are mostly cut-surface rather than natural-surface ones. As such, 
there are few obstacles or root masses except on IV Line where there are at least two of 
Grade 5 height (>200mm) and Viral Flow (multiple step downs). Trail surfaces are 
generally good too, being mostly angular stones or remnants of the construction phase 
with at least some binding power. 
 
There are some places where erosion and deterioration is exposing loose stones capable 
of rolling around under riders’ wheels, which is more consistent with the surface standard 
for Grade 4 trails (firm and loose) than Grade 3 (generally firm but may have some 
muddy of loose sections). This is most significant on the portion of Firball above Middle 
Road, which therefore involves riders on the new Koata Whetu trail. 
 
Wear and tear, e-bikes, rider behaviour and erosion are also having an effect on some 
trails. Most telling are the corrugations on P51. There are also rolls and bench features 
provided on several trails that add fun, but also speed. These were noted on trails of all 
grades. Reducing the speed- and fatigue-inducing effect of these features, in conjunction 
with corrugation removal, is likely to be enough to allow some trails to continue to be 
marketed as Grade 3 trails: P51 and the lower half of Firball especially. 
 
In places, rider line selection and e-bike power is causing issues. On Tasman Journeys, 
corner cutting is making it harder for riders who need it to use the track’s full width. On 
other trails (Firball, Crazy Horse, P51, Hulk n Hogan) there are places where secondary 
lines or jumps are available but in a way that might cause difficulties for Intermediate 
riders. 

Out of standard matters (remoteness, duration, height gain, exertion) 
The key issues here are height gain and the duration of the main descents. While it might 
be possible to provide compliant Grade 3 riding to the Firball lookout (up Tasman 
Journeys, lower Jacks, Middle Road and Firball Climb), this would be difficult and is too 
high/far for Intermediate riders. In our view riding above Middle Road requires Advanced 
skills and good strength - marketing those trails as Grade 4 would signal this. We 
consider that a full descent from Firball lookout (down Firball or Koata Whetu) or the top 
of Whanake (down P51) is also too taxing for genuinely Intermediate riders, which 
provides another reason to concentrate Grade 3 rides below Middle Road. 

Signs 
This Destination is very well signposted, although there are several cases of 
disagreement between the grades on signs and those in other media. Most notably it is 
not clear whether Firball Climb is intended to be one-way or two-way and Lower Jacks is 
shown as Grade 2 on Trailforks but Grade 3 on signs. The Firball Drop Out sign disagrees 
with itself by saying Grade 3/Advanced instead of Grade 4/Advanced or Grade 
3/Intermediate. 
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3.1.2. The Coppermine Trail 

The Great Ride passes through the bottom of the Codgers Destination, and provides a 
critical entry way to it. It is graded 3 (Intermediate) where it runs through Codgers and 
this is correct given the slope of the Brook Street to Tasman Journeys section. Grade 3 is 
also appropriate for the long climb from where it leaves Codger and carries on to 
Coppernine Saddle. 
 
The Coppermine Trail was out of scope for this project but is impossible to ignore. It is 
suggested that if the surface of its first kilometre or so was improved, so that the short 
steep pinches were easier, it could be marketed as a Grade 2. This might change the way 
riders relate to the (currently Grade 2) Tu Meke and Pipeline trails, which are only 
accessible currently from higher-grade trails. 

3.1.3. Hard-to-grade trails at Codgers 

Due to their configuration, Te Ara Kōpiko and Upper Jacks trails don’t readily lend 
themselves to the assignment of a single grade. Te Ara Kōpiko is isolated and not 
connected to the Destination. Upper Jacks is dual-purpose and has radical slope changes. 
Pipeline is also a little difficult to evaluate given it runs parallel to a major water supply 
pipe. 

3.1.4. Destination-level Recommendations 

A number of recommendations are made for this important destination. These are mostly 
‘low-hanging fruit’ as per the appended trail reports but are specifically designed to 
‘reset’ the destination to be more sustainable and to have more genuinely Intermediate 
riding: 
 
• There are too many Grade 3 trails to sustain given they require more maintenance 

than higher-grade trails. 
• Riding above Middle Road should be Grade 4 and above. All Grade 3 riding should 

be provided below there to reduce the fitness/experience needed to climb and 
descend to/from Firball lookout. 

• The lower Jacks Track is both too steep and too tight in its corners to be 
redeemable as a Grade 3 Trail. Realignment is recommended, to Middle Rd 

• P51 and Firball are too long for Intermediate riders to descend (as well as being 
rough/loose/corrugated in places). While it might require new trail names, they 
should each be split in two at Middle Road - Grade 3 below and Grade 4 above. This 
would involve building a short connection from Middle Road to P51. 

• A lower-altitude Grade 3 loop could be provided using Firball Drop Out and the 
bottom of Firball. 

• Crazy Horse is something of an anomaly and should be re-graded 4. 
• IV Line and Gully make a bit of a joined-up pathway out of the Destination and 

should have a single grade - 4. IV Line requires some attention to avoid it 
becoming an Expert (Grade 5) trail and Gully would need a lot of work to be a 
Grade 3. 

• The whole Pipeline/Tu Meke connection, including the overlapping of the 
Coppermine Trail is confusing and not suitable for Novice (Grade 2 riders). It needs 
to be rebuilt. 

• Tu Meke is too speed-inducing for Novice (Grade 2) riders and the turns at the 
bottom are too tight. 

• Pipeline is too narrow in places and has some over-grade slopes that should be 
removed if Grade 2 is to be retained for it. 

• Ideally, a Grade 3 trail should be available from the main carpark up to the bottom 
of Tasman Journeys. The current road climb is unsatisfactory. 
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• Upper Jacks Trail should be signposted explicitly as an emergency exit from the 
Destination. It should not be graded and should appear on Trailforks as an “Access 
Trail” rather than a graded trail. 

• A Grade 3/Intermediate exit should also be available from Codgers-Maitai (right 
down to the Maitai Valley Track). 

• Firball Climb could not be a Grade 3 trail without realigning so should be a Grade 4. 
Clarity is needed with respect to whether it is a one-way or two-way trail (the sign 
at the top says two-way but Trailforks and the one at the bottom say one-way). 

• Wayne’s Passage should be two-way and be more easily seen from Firball. In this 
way, it would act both to get people on to and off Firball if they were struggling 
with the climb or descent. 

• Viral Flow is clearly not well-used and perhaps redundant. 
• Whanake and the upper section of P51 (above the current drop-in or the new link 

suggested above) should be Grade 4, partly reflecting the difficulty of sustaining 
Grade 3 trail and partly to reduce the tiring/speed gathering effect of P51 for 
genuinely Intermediate riders. 

3.2. Codgers-Maitai 

This Destination links nicely to Codgers and is best accessed through that area – the two 
Destinations even share a hub area for some trails. Codgers-Maitai provides distinctly 
more difficult riding than its bigger neighbour and, like Codgers, it is under-graded 
relative to the standard. Unlike Codgers, the under-grading here is mostly due to wear 
and tear caused by riding, and erosion. We rode the access trails (Turners and Take Me 
to you Leader) twice and descended Hot Box and Top Dog. We rode parts of Beer Bottle 
but found it difficult to follow completely. 

3.2.1. Feature by feature analysis 

Slope 
The average slope of the trails is not excessive but there are some very steep and 
committing slopes here, certainly in excess of the maxima in the standard (15 degrees 
for Grade 4 and 20 degrees for Grade 5). While there is no perfectly discernible boundary 
between Advanced and Expert riders, we consider the descent lines in the Destination to 
require Expert-level skills; they are too difficult for those who are unable to rapidly select 
the flow line or might be intimidated by roots, deep ruts and jumps. 

Width 
In places the downhill trails traverse too narrowly for the current grades. In other places 
they are wide by virtue of being ill-defined where erosion has turned them to root 
masses or where different lines are available. 

Turn Radius 
Generally, the downhill turns are either fast wide ones with very big turn radii. Where 
turns are tight, they are wide enough for their marketed grade and certainly the 
recommended grades. Turn radius is not nominally an issue but erosion has still made 
many of the turns difficult and riders unable to take the faster lines may find they are 
effectively making very sudden tight turns at the bottom of difficult steep sections to 
avoid a crash. 
 
On Take me to your Leader, the only climbing trail in the Destination, turn radius must 
be considered differently to the downhill trails. The turns on it are easily too tight for the 
marketed grade. 

Obstacles and surface 
This is the real issue with the harder downhill trails in this Destination (not Turners) and 
what leads us to consider they are under-graded. Wear and tear and erosion certainly 
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mean that the obstacle size on Hot Box and Top Dog was frequently bigger than the 
standard allows. 

Out of standard matters (remoteness, duration, height gain, exertion) 
The higher (than Codgers) grades here mean that duration and elevation change need 
not be considered issues. What is worth considering though, is that the downhill trails we 
rode do require riders to make instant decision to select between riding options or to 
place their bike on a broad root mass. This is an expert-level skill especially where slopes 
are very steep. 

Signs 
The signs in the Destination are good except for Beer Bottle, which is difficult to find. 

3.2.2. Difficult to Grade Trails 

While its purpose is clear, Beer Bottle is difficult to find and follow. 

3.2.3. Destination-level recommendations 

• The principal recommendation for the Codger-Maitai downhill trails is to grade 
them higher to reflect their difficulty. Upgrade works would be theoretically 
possible to bring the trails to their marketed grade but it’s hard to see how this 
would be sustainable with the slopes involved and given the erosion that has 
already occured. 

• Take me to your Leader should also be graded harder, especially given what it 
provides access to. 

• The overall network would be benefit from one of the Codgers-Maitai descending 
trails (or a new trail) being sustainably Grade 3 or 4 and providing an exit to the 
Maitai Valley Track for Grade 3 riders (coming from Codgers) or even Grade 4 
riders (entering the Destination via Turners and Take me to your Leader). 

3.3. Fringed Hill 

Fringed Hill is a huge hill sitting behind the city with a selection of massive trails on it, 
with big reputations. One is Grade 6 – one of just two so graded in the city. Another – Te 
Ara Koa – has become very popular with riders and has been listed by the Kennett 
Brother among their 40, bucket-list New Zealand rides. They have graded it 4+, adding a 
+ symbol to a marketed grade as they often do and making special note of two Grade 5 
drops. This is the only trail we rode in the Destination due to safety considerations and, 
on one day, a bit of rain. 

3.3.1. Feature by feature analysis 

Only one trail was ridden so this analysis is not provided here. 

3.3.2. Recommendations for the Fringed Hill Destination 

While we ultimately only rode one trail here, we consider that the configuration of the 
trails here might be just about right and we see no harm in such a big, remote hill having 
a fearsome reputation. We consider that it might be good for one trail off this hill to be 
Grade 4 but that would depend on how other recommendations in this report are 
implemented. 
 
We are aware that the original intention for Te Ara Koa was to provide a Grade 3 trail but 
we consider a 700-metre descent is too far for Intermediate riders. There is scope to 
make Te Ara Koa Grade 4 and this would be both more feasible and more appropriate for 
the scale of the Destination. 
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3.4. Maitai Face 

There is a small number of trails (4) in this Destination. They overlap somewhat and 
emerge at the bottom of a very steep face. We only rode one trail here, Mr Chomper, and 
that was in damp conditions. We also walked a reasonable distance up Maitai Face from 
the parking area at the bottom. It is noted that the Maitai Face trails are shown quite 
differently on the trail map and on Trailforks; we consider that the latter is more correct 
(although Trailforks doesn’t identify Maitai Face as a stand-alone Destination). 

3.4.1. Feature by feature analysis 

Only one trail was ridden so this analysis is not provided here. 

3.5. Marsden Valley 

This Destination, the furthest from the CBD, is essentially focused on one popular trail, 
Involution, and its purpose-built access trail, Widdershins. There are two other trails at 
the bottom, that are nominally easy-graded but hardly useful given issues with their 
position and configuration. 
 
Access to Widdershins (and thereby, Involution) is up a steep road that is mostly closed 
to private vehicle but used by walkers. At the top is a paragliding take-off area and a 
number of tracks that connect both walkers and riders to other Destinations, including to 
Third House (on the Coppermine Trail via the Brook Sanctuary fenceline) and to the off-
road cycling available at Silvan and Kingsland (Richmond Hills). 

3.5.1. Feature by feature analysis 

The small number of trails in this Destination means there is little gained from a feature-
by-feature analysis. The individual trail reports and the information in section 5.5 below 
will suffice. 

3.6. Sharlands 

This Destination includes some of the original single-track Experiences created in Nelson, 
among them trails whose original purpose was walking. This Destination is the most 
diverse in the city, including a range of grades and providing for a range of riding 
preferences. 

3.6.1. Feature by feature analysis 

Slope 
As expected in such a diverse Destination, slopes are varied. The (3) former walking 
trails and the (3) purpose-built thrill trails between the western ridge top and Sharlands 
Creek are steep but appropriately so. The incline of the (6) linked trails running parallel 
to Sharlands Creek is fit for purpose but Chings Highway and Sharlands Creek Trail have 
some sudden slope changes and steep pieces that are problematic. 

Width 
Width and the fall exposure it creates are certainly a factor in the three trails in native 
forest and, to a lesser extent, on the six trails in the valley. Being a digger-cut trail, 
Chings Highway has plenty of width, which makes it feel very safe. There is width on 
most of Aorere but it’s not necessarily easy to access for even Expert riders. On the thrill 
trails (Broken Axe, Putakari and Kaka), width is not an issue intrinsically but the 
existence of secondary parallel lines (used by lower-grade riders) is ‘spoiling’ the 
‘principal line’ in places and somewhat problematic for the target riders. 
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Turn Radius 
Turn radius – so often a factor at Codgers – is not a significant matter at Sharlands, 
where the trails are relatively straight. In places it was a factor in recommending higher 
grades, especially on Supplejack where tight turns sometimes occur simultaneously with 
short, steep drops and narrow trail. 

Obstacles and surface 
Obstacles and surface roughness have played a big part in our assessment of the 
Sharlands trails, in some cases reflecting the trails’ age. On most trails in this 
Destination, obstacle height and surface are considerations that led us to recommending 
higher grades. 

Out of standard matters (remoteness, duration, height gain, exertion) 
Height gain is not a factor at Sharlands since all the trails there are downhill ones. This 
might be considered a failing in itself, but we consider that the roads provide adequate 
uphill access in this Destination – the only uphill addition we might suggest would be a 
shortcut climb up to Chings Highway at whatever grade is adopted for that trail overall 
(Grade 3 is suggested). 
 
While height gain is not a factor, exertion and duration definitely are, and most of the 
trails in this destination are long and/or intense enough to require reasonable endurance 
from riders. There is also an element of remoteness about the upper valley for riders 
heading up to Aorere or Slingshot. 

Signs 
We note a very inconsistent approach to the signs leading from the valley road down to 
the trails in the valley: some point to the tracks below and some appear to indicate the 
trails start at the road. The way the road-side signs refer to Sharlands Creek and What 
the DOCtor Ordered trails may require reconsideration depending on how the trail 
configuration is reconfigured and how the specific safety issues discussed below (5.6.1) is 
resolved. 
 
The signs on Sharlands Creek trail disagree with respect to the trail’s one-way/two-way 
status. 

3.6.2. Destination-level recommendations 

• The trails in this diverse destination are under-graded. 
• The configuration of the Destination is good although more direct access to Chings 

Highway (and thereby to Aorere) would be an enhancement. 
• The linked trails in the valley floor are too long and fragile for upgrade. They would 

be best considered as an Advanced-level (Grade 4) challenge, possibly even under 
one name. 

• Chings Highway, with its generally benign slope and the the safe feeling imparted 
by its width, has good potential to be a genuinely Grade 3 (Intermediate) ride. 

• The roads in the Destination are not rides and probably wouldn’t be grade 3 if 
measured. They should not appear as trails (of any grade) on the map or sigs but 
should be treated (as they are on Trailforks) as accessways. 

• Some of the structures and items added to the surface in this Destination are crude 
and should be removed or replaced. 
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4. THE EXPERIENCE – EXPERIENCE LEVEL ANALYSIS 
The main part of our Experience-level analysis is included in the appended grading 
reports. Our key findings for each experience are as follows. 

4.1. Codgers Destination 

4.1.1. The climbing trails (Tasman Journeys (Grade 3, no change), Lower 
Jacks (Grade 4, +22), Firball Climb (Grade 4, +1)). 

These are generally good – arguably the most important trails in the entire Network. The 
turn radii on all of the corners is marginal for Grade 3 at the bottom and too tight higher 
up. Lower Jacks is also over-steep for its current grade and despite the recent repair of a 
very exposed rocky section, it needs realignment to be genuinely Grade 3. Re-grading it 
as a Grade 4 would be easier but this would nominally leave Grade 3 riders ‘grade-hung’ 
if any trails it accesses are Grade 3. 
 
Firball Climb is distinctly and satisfyingly more demanding that the trails below it. 
Because of its slope and turn radii; it is hard to consider how it could be marketed as 
Grade 3. Grade 4 is recommended, which again has implications for the two trails it 
accesses (Koata Whetu and Firball). 

4.1.2. Wayne’s Passage, Grade 3 (no change) 

This excellent short trail is considered to have two purposes. It provides access to a mid-
point of Firball and could, with the construction of an ‘off-ramp’ provide egress from that 
trail too. Wayne’s Passage provides an easy way on to and off Firball. 

4.1.3. Whanake, Grade 4 (+1) 

Whanake starts out nicely but then offers up a stiff, near 150m climb to the top of P51. 
This climb is Grade 5 in itself (more than 7 degrees for more than 100m) but Grade 4 is 
the recommend grade. If Whanake is indeed too steep – and Grade 4 - there are 
implications for P51 which it accesses. 

4.1.4. Viral Flow, Grade 5 (+2) 

This classic old trail is good fun and offers perhaps the gnarliest bit of climbing trail in the 
entire city. It is however, a bit of an outlier that might be redundant. 

A Specific Safety Note 
We found an uncapped waratah on a retaining wall at a bend on this trail not too far from 
the finish (about 100 metres below where Viral Flow finishes on Whanake) 

4.1.5. The main descending trails (Firball, Te Tirohanga Whetu o Koata, Hulk n 
Hogan, IV Line, P51 (all Grade 4, +1)) 

Generally, the fixed components for these trails largely indicate they are Grade 3. 
However, in every case, there is something indicating that Grade 4 is more suitable, even 
if that mainly relates to current condition and could be rectified fairly cheaply. Most 
notably, removing or reducing corrugations and speed-building features on P51 would 
make it better for Intermediate riders. On Firball, similar work is required but loose rock 
(above Middle Road) is at play more than corrugations. 
 
We consider both trails are too hard to access and too long/tiring to descend fully to be 
considered Intermediate. We recommend splitting off their top sections for Advanced 
(Grade 4) riders and restricting repair and easing work to the lower parts. This significant 

 
2 Note that the recommended Grade (4) is 2 higher than the Trailforks Grade we use as a baseline. However, 
we suspect this is an error, and the map and on-site sign both say Lower Jacks is Grade 3. 
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recommendation goes hand in hand with another recommendation to realign Lower Jacks 
Track and to provide an even lower Grade 3 loop using Firball Drop Out to link Tasman 
Journeys to the bottom of Firball. 
 
Hulk n Hogan is an excellent trail that is fine as it is if regraded (4). It is too narrow (and 
exposed to sidefall) for Grade 3 and the turns (one of which is a bit broken) are too 
tight/steep. IV Line is at the difficult end of Grade 4 or at least threatens to be with 
further deterioration. Line selection by riders - somewhat intimidating for Intermediates – 
is affecting its overall presentation and it has at least one big step in it, plus very narrow 
sections at start and finish. 
 
The new trail – Te Tirohanga Whetu o Koata – is excellent but it’s in the wrong place 
given that it can only be accessed by a grunty Grade 4 climb (Firball Climb) and exited 
using the roughest section of Firball. In itself, it is new enough for its surface smoothness 
to make it Grade 3 as marketed. However, in time it will deteriorate and has some 
aspects that are not grade 3: 
 
• The turns are not all wide enough (the first one is 200m too tight for grade). 
• It has a smooth but very big dipper on it. 
• It has a chicane requiring riders to make a very quick body position adjustment 
• It has an off-camber section where it crosses a walking line on the main ridge. 
• Near the bottom, it suddenly includes a jump option or two and the surface 

becomes loose. 

4.1.6. The Easy Trails (Pipeline, Tu Meke, Young Codgers (all Grade 3, +1) 

It’s hard to see what these Trails contribute for actual Novice (Grade 2) riders given that 
they’re not really accessible except by Grade 3 trails. All three are problematic in 
themselves too, with width (Pipeline), slope (all) and turn radius (Tu Meke) being out-of-
grade. Their nexus where Coppermine Trail crosses the water pipeline and their 
intersections with Gully and IV Line are also problematic. 

4.1.7. Firball Drop Out, Grade 3 (-1) 

This trail appears on Trailforks as a Grade 4/Advanced but its curious signs says “Grade 
4/Intermediate”. It provides a good opportunity to link Tasman Journeys with Firball to 
make a truly Grade 3 loop ride that would be sufficiently short to entice riders wanting to 
test themselves or unable to make the bigger climb up Lower Jacks Track. 

4.1.8. Crazy Horse, Grade 4 (+1) 

Crazy Horse is just too tight and ‘crazy’ to be suitable for Intermediate riders, with its 
many turns and alternative lines coming too thick and fast for them. 

4.1.9. Gully, Grade 4, (+1) 

While Gully has the potential to be a nice, Grade 3 exit trail, it is very narrow and 
overgrown, with surprises and tricky gradient changes, especially in the first creek. 
Grade 4 is recommended since there is no real need to invest in an upgrade to Grade 3 
here. 

4.1.10. (Upper) Jacks Trail, Grade 5 (+3) 

The idea of a trail here, acting as a walking link and an emergency exit from the network 
is supported. However, this is a very strange trail that can’t easily be graded. While it’s 
nominally two way, it’s not very rideable in the southerly direction (from Atmore Terrace 
in to the Destination). 
 
The grade we have recommended here is based on the very steep (in both directions) 
section in the middle of the trail but also the very tight turns, with a loose surface at the 
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Atmore Terrace entrance. We consider a better way to manage this trail would be to 
market it as a foot track, with bike access, and to explicitly indicate its emergency exit 
role. It is currently shown on Trailforks as one-way (south), Grade 2 trail but might be 
better shown as an “Access Trail”. 
 
Because of the vagaries of this trail and the distortionary effects of the recommended 3-
grade increase, we have left it out of the Network-level analysis in the Summary below 
(Part 5 of the report). 

4.1.11. Te Ara Kōpiko, Grade 3 (+1) 

This is another somewhat strange trail, rendered difficult to grade by its access and the 
closed lower section. In a strict sense, this trail doesn’t quite have the turn radius for its 
marketed grade (2). It is also a bit rough and has a rubbly stream crossing near its 
beginning. It doesn’t serve or open up any Grade 2 riding and the 61-metre height gain, 
at 3.15 degrees, while consistent, is considered too much for Novices. 

4.2. Codgers-Maitai Destination 

4.2.1. Turners, Grade 4 (no change) 

This is a fabulous trail and a genuine joy to ride. It could be argued that the speed 
gained on Turners, the camber changes, drops/jumps and chicanes make it Expert-level 
(Grade 5) riding. However, we rode it twice and measured a few spots in detail and take 
the view that it is so well built, it is suitable as currently graded, for Advanced riders. 

4.2.2. Take me to Your Leader, Grade 4 (+1) 

Being at the bottom of a Grade 4 Trail and only accessible via that trail, means Take me 
to your Leader should not be easier than Grade 4 and it’s not. While it is marketed as a 
Grade 3 – and the average slope is Grade 3 - it is too narrow for that grade especially in 
a couple of places with tree roots to climb over and fall exposure on the outside. The turn 
radii are distinctly tighter than allowed under the Grade 3 specification – more than one 
turn is too tight for Grade 4 even, and one is followed immediately by a very difficult 
rocky lump. 
 
Grade 4 is recommended but with deterioration Grade 5 could be justified. Grade 5 would 
fit with the recommended grade for Beer Bottle and the descending tracks in this 
Destination but not with the recommended grade for Turners or the idea of providing a 
Grade 3/4 exit from the Destination to the Maitai valley. 

4.2.3. Hot Box and Top Dog, Grade 5 (+1) 

These trails have some near-flat sections but several committing drops too. Top Dog has 
two jumps and Hot Box’s average downhill slope is Grade 4, meaning any imperfections 
likely render it a Grade 5. Indeed, our view is that both of these trails require Expert-
level skills to ride properly and safely. Both have several badly eroded and very rooty 
sections, many rapid-fire line choices to make and a deep-and-worsening ruts. 

4.2.4. Beer Bottle, Grade 5 (+2) 

It was hard to find where Beer Bottle actually begins and in one critical place it is in-
common with a fast part of upper Hot Box. The top part of Beer Bottle ramps up very 
steeply to the top of its hill where Top Dog, Hot Box and Lollipop start. It’s a useful 
concept as a trail but not well executed. Ideally, perhaps, it should be contiguous with 
Take me to Your Leader. 
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4.2.5. Trails not ridden 

We did not ride Smasher, DiVAS or Lollipop for safety and time reasons. All of these are 
graded 5 currently so if they have suffered the same deterioration as Hot Box and Top 
Dog, they may be Grade 6. 

4.3. Fringed Hill Destination 

4.3.1. Te Ara Koa 

We rode this long and varied trail in near-perfect conditions. We consider it to be a Grade 
5 trail. While its average slope is just Grade 2 and, unlike so many trails, it has very few 
corners so cannot fail a turn radius test, it is just too narrow, demanding and committing 
to be suitable for Advanced Riders. 
 
It is very rooty at the top and narrow along much of its length, with serious exposure. It 
has, throughout its length, many root/rock drops that are well in excess of the Grade 4 
maximum (200mm). Collectively, these features combine to move us to recommend 
Grade 5. Our grading of this trail is not significantly influenced by the two big drops on it. 
These could be accepted (if marked with hazard signs) should either grade be adopted 
but they are certainly more out of place on a Grade 4 trail than they are on a Grade 5. 

4.3.2. The unridden trails 

In light of what we found on Te Ara Koa and heard about the other Fringed Hill trails, it 
seems very likely that the nine trails we didn’t ride here are also under-graded. We 
suspect that they may even all be Grade 6. 

4.4. Maitai Face Destination 

4.4.1. Mr Chomper, Grade 5 (+1) 

Slope is the major factor in determining the grade of Mr Chomper. Its average slope is 
Grade 3 (-9.41 degrees). The trail twists and turns a bit and the average is explained by 
frequent low-angle sections and then very steep bits, including in the turns. We noted 
that the last c200m falls particularly steeply and our online analysis suggests this 
reaches Grade 5 levels (above -15 degrees). 
 
Width is a factor on Mr Chomper too, especially given the side slope. On some of the 
traverse sections, including a big dipper near the top, width is on the Grade 4/5 cusp. In 
other places are erosion-caused channels, which are kind of a width issue. The turn radii 
on Mr Chomper are generally very wide, but rutting and fall still make the turns very 
intimidating. 
 
The surface and obstacles on the trail are OK for Grade 4 or 5, although the ruts are very 
committing and traps for out-of-depth riders. 

4.4.2. Loam Ranger 

We did not actually ride Loam Ranger and have therefore not graded it. However, where 
Mr Chomper’s average slope is Grade 3 (-9.41 degrees), Loam Ranger’s is Grade 5 (-16 
degrees). Trailforks shows it falls 15% further than Chomper but in just 2/3 of Chomper’s 
length! Therefore it is almost certainly also a Grade 5 trail. 

4.4.3. The unridden trails 

We did not ride Keyboard Warrior or Maitai Face for safety and time reasons. We consider 
Maitai Face is very likely to be under-graded and note that its average slope is -23.5 
degrees – Grade 6. 
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4.5. Marsden Valley Destination 

4.5.1. Widdershins, Grade 3 (no change) 

Not recommending a grade change here was a marginal call. This trail ‘wants’ to be a 
Grade 3 and much of it is compliant. However, it is eroding a bit and there is the odd 
step up and rocky section in it. Measurements done online suggest the average gradient 
of the last 400m is 5.28 degrees but a slope of 5-6 degrees is only permissible for 20 
metres (the Grade 3 maximum is 3.5 and 3.5-5 degrees is permissible for 200m). 
 
There is, perhaps, a choice to make with this trail. It can be allowed to deteriorate if the 
recommendation to re-grade Involution from 3 to 4 is accepted or it could be improved if 
its primary role is considered to be its link to the ridgeline vehicle track. 

4.5.2. Involution, Grade 4 (+1) 

This trail is seemingly one of the most loved, and strategically important ones in the city, 
perhaps because of its length and position. We are aware there are different views on 
what grade it is and understand that a local shuttle driver often takes out-of-town 
visitors there for their first Nelson ride, to gauge their ability and consider from their 
feedback where to take them next. 
 
As a downhill ride, Involution is clearly a grade harder than its marketing suggests. While 
long stretches are very rideable, there are too many drops, rough bits and turns for truly 
Intermediate riders. Our strong sense is that Involution should be marketed for Advanced 
riders; it is even - arguably - the perfect Grade 4. 
 
Curiously perhaps, Involution is marketed and signposted as a two-way trail. In the uphill 
direction, it is likely to be very physically challenging; its 7.1 degrees uphill slope is 
Grade 5, which is the grade we would recommend for it as a climb. It is primarily a 
descent trail though so its marketing grade should be the downhill one – 4. 

A Specific Safety note 
We found an uncapped waratah on this trail a few hundred metres above the bottom. 

4.5.3. Weir and Piwakawaka, Grade 6/3 (+4/1) 

These are strange trails that add little to the network, especially Weir. Even if they were 
grade-compliant, their (short) length and isolation renders them pointless for Grade 2 
(Novice) riders and they are hardly useful connectors for those riders finishing Involution 
or starting up the Barnicoat Road. 
 
Piwakawaka is natural-surfaced so somewhat lump. The awkward turns, while seemingly 
quite wide are not grade-compliant. It also has an awkward entry/exit at the bottom, 
with a stile/gate and some wooden steps. Finally, and critically, its uphill average slope of 
4.1 degrees is Grade 3 (the Grade 2 maximum is 3.5 degrees and 95% of the trail must 
be less steep than this). 
 
Weir is sufficiently wide and level in its central section to be a Grade 2 (Novice) ride but 
at both ends it has very over-steep sections. The one at the upstream (Involution) end 
is, for most people, unrideable. While we didn’t measure it, online analysis suggests it is 
Grade 6 (Extreme). 
 
We have left Weir out of our summary and analysis in Part 5 below because of the 
distortionary effect of the recommended addition of four grades to its current grade, and 
because of its incoherence and disconnectedness. 
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4.6. Sharlands Destination 

4.6.1. Supplejack, Matai and Rimu, all Grade 5 (+1) 

These three trails are all former walking tracks that allow direct descent through native 
forest from the ridge top above. We only rode Supplejack (the longest trail) and the top 
part of Matai but understand that Rimu and the rest of Matai are very similar. We found 
the riding is very committing but satisfying. Interestingly, there was little evidence of the 
erosion-caused deterioration that is a factor on so many other trails; this can be 
attributed to the forest cover. 
 
These trails are narrower, and the turns tighter than the standard for Grade 4, and there 
is frequently an intimidating sidefall hazard. We recommend they be re-graded to Grade 
5, reflecting the expert-level skills required to navigate them completely. This 
recommendation is consistent with the one we make above for the Sharlands Creek Trail 
(see 4.6.3 below). 

4.6.2. The (six) linked valley floor trails, Grade 3 or 4 (+1) 

These six trails work nearly seamlessly to provide a sustained, 8.7-kilometre ride down 
nearly the entire length of Sharlands Creek. In fact, while they can be accessed and 
ridden individually, the access tracks from the roads in the valley are variable and not 
well signposted, and these six trails function almost as a single experience. 
 
All of these trails are a grade harder than the grade they are marketed with. Over their 
combined length, their average downhill gradient is just under 3 degrees, which is 
nominally Grade 1 (Beginner). However, in every other respect they require Advanced 
(Grade 4) riding skills. The critical factor underlying this assertion varies over the 
complete journey but it is precisely this variability, and the trails’ combined length, that 
makes them too hard for Intermediate riders. 
 
In places, each of these trails provides easy riding but each also has moments where any 
or all of the following factors create over-grade difficulties: sidefall, darkness, steepness, 
surface looseness or turn radius. In addition, the trails sidle constantly and width 
certainly doesn’t meet the required standard: 900mm 90% of the time. The trail at the 
bottom (Willow Lane, marketed as a Grade 2) is generally wider than the others but still 
has over-steep sections, root obstacles, sidefall exposure, mud and puddles so it too is 
under-graded. 
 
While these trails are considered under-graded, they are essentially consistent with each 
other and work well together. If they are all regraded Advanced (Grade 4) they need 
little work; they provide an excellent experience largely as they are. While we consider 
this the best option, and a more efficient one than full upgrade, another option might be 
to leave the upper three to four trails as they are (and re-grade them 4) while doing 
upgrade works on the lower two or three to Grade 3 standard. This would help retain 
some diversity in the overall Network. However, it would involve a lot of consent-
requiring excavation close to the creek and our view is that network diversity would be 
more easily provided by upgrading the already-benched Chings Highway. 

A specific safety note 
As discussed above the access tracks leading on to these trails from their parallel roads 
are variable. One, however, has a significant hazard on it: on the trail down from the 
Sharlands Road the top of What the DOC Ordered (bottom of Waterloo), there is a ‘no-
radius’ turn to negotiate, with an uncapped pipe that supports a retaining wall with a 
very serious fall below it (See Figure 3). As shown in Figure 4, this turn is technically on 
Sharlands Creek Trail, which is Graded 4. However, even if this trail is graded 5 (as we 
recommend below), the turn is still far too tight and too accessible to less-skilled riders.  
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Figure 5. The entry sign to Sharlands Creek on Sharlands Road. 
 

 

4.6.3. Sharlands Creek, Grade 5 (+1) 

This is an interesting and unusual trail: fun and almost easy in places yet near-unrideable 
in others. It is narrow and there are some short, very steep sections reflecting the fact 
this is a former walking track, built by the Forest Service as long ago as 1982. 
 
The Sharlands Creek Trail stands alone as an alternative to What the DOC Ordered but 
mainly serves as an exit route for riders descending Supplejack, Rimu and Matai. It is 
also a two-way trail (although the sign in Figure 5 says otherwise) and, as such, allows 
riders descending those three tracks to recirculate and tackle them again. 
 
This variable trail simply has too many very steep climbs, rough sections and intimidating 
falls for Advanced riders and better suits Experts. An important consideration is that 
Sharlands Creek forms a sub-Destination with the three trails above it and shouldn’t be 
graded higher than them. Like Sharlands Creek they are currently Grade 4 (Advanced) 
but we recommend that all four trails be re-graded 5 (see 4.6.1 above). 

4.6.4. Chings Highway, Grade 4 (+1) 

This machine-built track occupies a somewhat surprising mid-slope position on the true 
left of Sharlands Creek. It is somewhat neglected nowadays and seemingly out of favour 
compared to the many single track rides available. It has also deteriorated somewhat: 
this factor and the difficulty of getting down on to it from the Sharlands Rd/Isolated Spur 
Road junction, lead us to consider it is graded correctly in the trail map at Grade 4, 
whereas Trailforks and the on-site signs show it as a Grade 3. 
 
The Grade 4 recommendation is unfortunate since the machine-built formation has the 
potential to perform as an excellent Intermediate-level exit option from the mid valley if 
it were tidied up and if entry to it was easier than what is it currently3. We commend this 

 
3  Getting on to Chings at the moment involves a steep climb up from Sharlands Road or a rough descent (on a 
section know formerly as Eddy’s Trail) from the Sharlands/Isolated Spur Road junction. 
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trail as a potentially important piece of genuinely Intermediate (Grade 3) riding and, 
while it’s not exactly ‘low-hanging fruit’, we recommend the necessary work be 
undertaken to facilitate that. 
 
We make this recommendation in light, particularly, of a separate one (above) that the 
six contiguous trails in the Sharlands Creek valley should be left as-is but graded 4. Their 
upgrade to Grade 3 would be much more difficult than the recommended upgrade of 
Chings, and likely less sustainable. 

4.6.5. Aorere, Grade 6 (+1) 

This trail is unusual for a Grade 5 trail; these are commonly simple or single descents. 
Instead, Aorere is over 4km long and has several ‘pauses’ in it, even some road sections. 
It reads more like a cross country track for Adventure-seekers than a ride for 
Thrillseekers. This trail lends its name to an Enduro event and in 2021 was the longest of 
seven timed sections in that race. 
 
Aorere was the most difficult of all the (43) trails we rode in our work in Nelson and 
riding it involved some walking. We understand there are harder trails still in the city, or 
at least parts of trails that are harder than Aorere might be overall. With this in mind, we 
were initially unsure about assigning a grade to Aorere. However after considering all the 
information we have gathered and the standard, we consider Aorere to involve enough 
extreme riding to be a Grade 6 trail. 
 
While parts of the trail were essentially unmeasurable (there is often no clear line, and 
measurable drops sometimes merged with the trail itself), the critical reason behind our 
recommendation is that the trail exceeds specifications for Grade 5 (Expert) riding in too 
many ways and too often. The slope exceeds the (20-degree) maximum frequently and 
combines with ruts or exposed roots to make for very difficult riding. The trail is very 
narrow or missing in places and often outward-cambered. 
 
Aorere has, near its top, a very steep, rutted drop and its bottom 400 metres descends 
at just over the maximum for Grade 4; in our experience downhill trails normally read 1 
or 2 grades higher than their average slope, unless otherwise perfect. This part of Aorere 
– marked as it is with a skull symbol - is deeply rutted and anything but perfect, 
requiring a very high level of commitment and skill from riders. 
 
Our recommendation for Aorere will likely be contentious, especially if large portions of 
the trails we did not ride are actually harder. However, our recommendations have added 
a whole grade to nearly every trail we evaluated in the City (see Part 5) and have 
thereby ‘created’ at least eight more Grade 5 trails. We take the view there are certainly 
also more grade 6 trails in the Network than suggested in the information sources. If the 
proportion of Grade 6 trails was changed from 3.2% (2/63) to, say, 14.3% (9/63) then 
that might simply be the reality. 

4.6.6. Kaka, Putakari and Broken Axe 

We walked the top halves of Broken Axe and Putakari but didn’t ride them or look at 
Kaka. In the same way we found Aorere difficult to judge, we found this to be the case in 
this corner of the Destination. As with our Aorere recommendation, we are conscious that 
others may see the trails differently to us. On the other hand, adding one grade to 
current grades has been our very consistent finding; these three trails are certainly more 
difficult than trails marketed as Grade 4 where we recommend Grade 5. 
 
We understand the 1700m Putakari is a purpose-built enduro trail. While we didn’t ride it, 
it seemed to be unrelenting in its challenge, nearly all very rough and with the added 
difficulties of tight corners (not under the 1.5m minimum for Grade 5) and/or committing 
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drops (about right for Grade 5 (up to 600mm)). The combination of these factors leads 
us to consider Putakari to be an Extreme (Grade 6) trail. 
 
Broken Axe, at 1450 metres long, is a downhill trail. It is shorter, and descends less than 
Putakari does, which wanders more and has more turns. Interestingly, both descend at 
exactly the same average slope (-1 in 4.2, which is Grade 4). By contrast, the higher-
graded Kaka descends even more steeply: one metre down for every 3.6 forward, which 
is -15.5 degrees and Grade 5. 
 
Another aspect of Broken Axe is that it has alternative lines in several places that are 
easier to ride than the principal, downhill line. We understand that this means it sees a 
bit of riding from riders who could not manage that principal line. This is apparently 
causing erosion and ‘spoiling’ the riding on the principal line. It also creates a dilemma 
for grading and almost means the trail could have two grades; we strongly recommend 
grading Broken Axe with just one grade, a grade that reflects its principal downhill 
purpose. 

Specific safety note 
We noticed several stinging nettle (Urtica ferox) plants growing close to and directly on 
the line of Putakari and recommend their immediate removal. 

4.6.7. The unridden trails 

While we did not ride or view Kaka or Rimu, and most of Matai, Broken Axe and Putakari, 
we have incorporated discussion of them with their similar, neighbouring rides in 5.6.3 
and 5.6.5 above. 
 
A couple of specific observations are made about Kaka though: the sign at the top is 
black, which is the colour nominally and usually associated with Grade 5 and 6 trails in 
New Zealand. However, the grading symbol on that sign says it is “Grade 6/Expert” when 
it should say “Grade 5/Expert” or “Grade 6/Extreme”. Furthermore, we understand that 
the sign at the top of the only other Grade 6 trail in the Network – Mutleys – is red, 
which is the colour associated with Grade 6 trails (only) on the Trailforks website. We 
recommend that all Grade 6 signs in the network should have red signs. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY 
5.1. Summary of findings 

It is somewhat difficult to summarise the findings of our work in Nelson, or compare our 
recommended grades to the ‘current’ ones there because: 
 
• it is difficult to precisely define the scope of trails that should be considered 

(discussed in 1.2.1 above). 
• information sources (mainly Trailforks, on-site signs and the trail map) vary as to 

what the current grades actually are 
• we didn’t/couldn’t ride all of the in-scope trails 
• there are some rideable tracks and trails in the city that were not in-scope (Centre 

of New Zealand, Grampians, Maitai valley and the two Great Rides). 

Findings for the ‘meaningful’ trails ridden 
We can proceed to summarise our findings with some caveats and a modicum of care. 
We rode and audited 41 trails in the city (the full list is in Appendix 1). We walked a 
substantial part of a further two trails (Broken Axe and Putakari) and would be prepared 
to defend trail grades for 43 discrete trails. However, our reading of at least two – Weir 
and Upper Jacks Track – is that they are not meaningful or coherent enough to be 
considered part of the network. Our recommendation that they are Grade 6, based on 
specific quirks, would distort any summary analysis so we have excluded them from this 
part of the report4. 
 
Figure 6 compares our recommended trail grades to the current ones for the 41 trails we 
both rode and consider to be coherent and meaningful. With Upper Jacks and Weir 
excluded, we recommend increasing the marketed grade of 32 of them by one grade. Of 
the remaining nine trails, eight should stay the same or increase by two, while our 
recommendation for Firball Drop Out (which appears with different grades in different 
media anyway) is that its grade be reduced by one. 
 
The combined effect of these changes is an average grade increase of 0.902 grades for 
the Trails in Nelson city, up to 4.1 from 3.2 as publicly visible on Trailforks. This average 
increase would be slightly higher – about 1.1 grades – if our recommended grades were 
compared to the available maps or the on-site signs, which both display slightly easier 
lower) grades than Trailforks does. 
 
The difference in trail grade between reality and what is marketed is certainly significant 
and, at 0.9 grades, it is higher than we have found anywhere else in New Zealand to 
date. We have, since beginning this work for Nelson City, assessed 60 or so trails 
elsewhere and are actively looking to ride more trails to build up a national picture. While 
the number of trails ridden so far is too small to make solid conclusions, the average 
extent of under-grading so far is 0.67 of a grade over the entire country or ‘just’ 0.53 of 
a grade in areas other than Nelson City5. 
 
The most significant implication of the under-grading of the Nelson Network is seen when 
the distribution of trails across the six grades is considered, as in Figure 7. This shows 
that there are many more Grade 4-6 trails than marketed and a lot fewer Grade1-3 
trails: the Network is stacked towards more difficult riding. Figure 8 shows that the same 
outcome can be seen nationally but it is less pronounced. 

 
4 A few other trails could also be considered to lack sufficient length or coherence to be part of the network but 
we have left them in for the analysis provided here. These are Beer Bottle (too short and variable), Aorere 
Climb (short and not really a stand-alone experience), Firball Drop Out (pointless with its current grade) and 
Piwakawaka (short, duplicates a better option and has fences and steps). 
5 These trails are in Wellington City (5), Central Otago (2), Tasman Distrcit (30), Huruni District (14) and 
Dunedin City (13). 
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Figure 7. Trail grade distribution (by count) for 41 Nelson City trails. 
 

 
 
Figure 8. Trail grade distribution by count for 66 trails nationwide (excluding Nelson) 
 

 
 
The same data can be considered as percentages (by count of trails or by length) as 
shown in Figure 9. The difference between these two pie charts is stark. It suggests the 
overall network is much more difficult than its marketing suggests and, while there is no 
best-practice ratio of track grades (by either length or trail count), the information here 
does suggest a large under-provision of easier-grade trails. 
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Figure 9a and b. On the left (9a) is a graph of trail grade distribution in Nelson (by trail length) 
from Trailforks information. On the right (9b) is the distribution for the same 41 trails based on our 
recent assessments. The Trailforks information shows that the network is 57% “Intermediate” 
riding (Grade 3) where our assessment shows it to be 53% “Advanced” (Grade 4). Our assessment 
also suggests there is no Beginner-Novice (Grade 1-2) riding. Note that we have used red for 
Grade 6 and black for Grade 5. We have used the well-known two blues for Grades 3 and 4, and 
green for Grade 2. We have adopted yellow for Grade 1 (should there be any trails of this grade). 

Findings for all the trails that were in-scope 
 
The analysis above (and in figures 6, 7 and 9) is only for the 41 trails that we rode and 
assessed. Since we didn’t ride some the Grade 4-graded trails, most of the trails 
currently graded 5 and the two that are graded 6, it could be considered impossible to 
make any meaningful statements about the entire in-scope network. However, given that 
we recommend adding an entire grade to 32 out of 41 trails (an average grade increase 
of 0.9), we consider it would be worth considering how trail distribution in the network 
would look if one grade was added to the eighteen trails not assessed. 
 
Figure 10. Trail grade distribution (by count) for 59 Nelson City trails. In this graph, the Trailforks 
grade distribution for the overall Network looks reasonably balanced (cf. Figures 7 and 9a). 
However, the post-assessment Network looks even more stacked towards difficult riding than it is 
when only the trails we rode are considered (Fig 7 and 9b). 
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Figure 11a and b. Adding one grade to the 18 trails not assessed has the effect of reducing the 
amount of Advanced (Grade 4) riding from 53% (see Figure 9b) of the Network to 36%, which 
might be ‘about right’. However, the amount of Expert/Extreme riding (Grades 5 and 6) increases 
from 34% of the trails ridden (Fig 9b) to 55% of the in-scope trails. The amount of 
Novice/Beginner (Grade 1/2) riding is 0%. 
 

 
 

5.2. Conclusions 

The Network of off-road cycling Experiences provided in Nelson City is nationally 
significant in its size and quality and globally renowned. It is well managed and clearly an 
important aspect of the city’s recreation and tourism offer. It will be generating very 
large health and economic benefits. 
 
The Network is however, under-graded: the riding it offers is harder than its marketing 
suggests by almost a whole trail grade on average. This will be limiting the benefits the 
Network brings and causing both dissatisfaction and harm. The Nelson Network is over-
endowed with difficult riding and there is a consequent under-provision of the easy riding 
necessary to satisfy a full range of people and safely allow for rider development. 
 
Some of the issues with trails in the Network are due to deterioration only and/or things 
that can be fixed relatively easily. However, making trails meet the standard for an 
easier grade is difficult and expensive where there is an issue with the ‘fixed’ components 
of width, turn radius and slope. Furthermore, making every trail easier would likely 
eliminate some of the harder riding Nelson is renowned for; there’s a lot to commend 
simply re-grading trails but leaving them physically alone. 
 
The key conclusion of our work is that a substantial regrading of the Network is 
recommended, although it is acknowledged that some of our recommendations will not 
be agreed to. Adopting the recommended higher grades – 0.9 of a grade on average – 
will certainly change the way the Network is perceived and will reveal a big gap in 
provision of the easiest-grade trails. While some easy riding (Grades 1-2) is available at 
Kaiteriteri and Moturoa, and the out-of-scope trails should be considered, it seems likely 
that a new trail or two will be needed to provide a more balanced network that is close to 
the bulk of the population. 
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APPENDIX 3 – STANDARDS APPLIED 
 
 
This appendix shows the actual standards applied when completing trail grading. These 
standards are from the New Zealand Cycle Trails Design Guide (5th edition, 2019). The 
information presented here normally appears on the back of each inspection report so it 
is easily visible but is removed in Appendices 5-10 to reduce the report size. 
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APPENDIX 4 – MAIN DATA FOR ASSESSED TRAILS 
 
 
This table presents the ‘headline’ data for each trail assessed.  
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APPENDIX 5 – TRAIL GRADING REPORTS – CODGERS 
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APPENDIX 6 – TRAIL GRADING REPORTS, CODGERS-
MAITAI 
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APPENDIX 7 – TRAIL GRADING REPORTS, FRINGED HILL 
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APPENDIX 8 – TRAIL GRADING REPORTS, MAITAI FACE 
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APPENDIX 9 – TRAIL GRADING REPORTS, MARSDEN 
VALLEY 
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APPENDIX 10 – TRAIL GRADING REPORTS, SHARLANDS 
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